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Hi Don, 

Here are the 4 main pages that were created to counter the ongoing harassment and false claims made by former 

UCLA researcher Nicole Prause as part of an ongoing “astroturf” campaign to persuade people that anyone who 

disagrees with her conclusions deserves to be reviled: 

• Nicole Prause’s Unethical Harassment and Defamation of Gary Wilson & Others 

• Nicole Prause’s Unethical Harassment and Defamation of Gary Wilson & Others (page 2) 

• Libelous Claim that Gary Wilson Was Fired (March, 2018) 

• Prause’s efforts to have Behavioral Sciences review paper (Park et al., 2016) retracted 

Prause has harassed and defamed at least four of the speakers in the February 23 conference: Don Hilton, Gail 

Dines, Clay Olsen and Stefanie Carnes. One can search the table of contents for each name or organization (i.e. 

Fight The New Drug, IITAP): Nicole Prause’s Unethical Harassment and Defamation of Gary Wilson & 

Others. For example, Prause has defamed you on multiple occasions, as documented in these sections of the 

"Prause pages": 

1. December 2013: Prause posts on YourBrainRebalanced & asks Gary Wilson about the size of his penis 

(kicking off Prause’s campaign of calling Wilson, and many others, misogynists) 

2. Fall 2014: Documentation of Prause lying to film producers about Gary Wilson and Donald L. Hilton 

Jr., MD 

3. Others – Prause falsely accuses Donald Hilton, MD 

4. Others – November, 2016: Prause falsely claims to have sent cease & desist letters to panelists on the 

Mormon Matters podcast 

5. May 20, 2018: Ley & Prause falsely claim that Gary Wilson & Don Hilton gave evidence in a case by 

Chris Sevier 

Anyone investigating this should know that Dr. Prause has not been employed by any university for 4 years. 

Her contract with UCLA was not renewed. Freed from any oversight and now self-employed, Prause added two 

media managers/promoters from Media 2×3 to her company’s tiny stable of “Collaborators.” Their job is to 

place articles in the press featuring Prause, and find her speaking engagements in pro-porn and mainstream 

venues. Odd behavior for a supposedly impartial scientist. 

Since I was Prause’s primary target (hundreds of social media comments along with behind the scenes email 

campaigns), it became necessary to monitor and document Prause’s tweets and posts. This was done for her 

victims’ protection, and crucial for any future legal actions. 

After years of sitting on the evidence, Prause’s unilateral aggression had escalated to such frequent and reckless 

defamation (falsely accusing her many victims of “physically stalking her,” “misogyny,” “encouraging others to 

rape her,” and “being neo-nazis”), that we felt compelled to examine her possible motives. So we created this 

extensive page, which is just the tip pf the Prause iceberg:  Is Nicole Prause Influenced by the Porn 

Industry? 
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Clearly Prause, who lives in LA, enjoys a cozy relationship with the pornography industry. See this image of 

her (far right) on the red carpet of the X-Rated Critics Organization (XRCO) awards ceremony. (According to 

Wikipedia, the XRCO Awards are given by the American X-Rated Critics Organization annually to people 

working in adult entertainment and it is the only adult industry awards show reserved exclusively for industry 

members.[1]). 

 

Moreover, it appears that Prause may have obtained porn performers as subjects through the most prominent 

porn industry interest group, the Free Speech Coalition. FSC-obtained subjects were allegedly used for a study 

she was hired to bolster the commercial interests of the heavily tainted, but apparently lucrative, “Orgasmic 

Meditation” company. See this Twitter exchange between Prause and adult performer Ruby the Big Rubousky, 

who is vice president of the Adult Performers Actors Guild (Prause has since deleted this thread). 
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In addition, the FSC (which has spent millions on lawsuits that benefit the porn industry) offered Prause 

assistance with respect to her so-called “bullies.” 

 

The real bully here was Prause, who had her Twitter account permanently banned for harassment and cyber-

stalking. Instead of revealing the facts, Prause fabricated a tall-tale that John Adler MD (Stanford) somehow got 

her kicked off Twitter. Adler had nothing to with this. Prause immediately emailed the FSC to accept their 

“help” with her imaginary bullies. Prause then promptly begins to discuss with another industry account why 

condoms in porn are a bad idea (the porn industry’s position): 
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Many more examples of Prause supporting the porn industry's agenda and having close relationships with 

performers, producers, the AVN and the FSC, are this page: Is Nicole Prause Influenced by the Porn Industry?). 

As for Prause attending the AVN convention, Prause clearly indicated that she would be at there in 2019. 

Trolling PornHarms (NCOSE), Prause offers free t-shirts to others willing to troll with her. The t-shirts are a 

tasteless parody of the FTND porn kills love t-shirts. The 3 winners are porn stars! 
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One of the porn stars (Avalon) is from Australia. She tells Prause that it’s too expensive to ship a t-shirt to her. 

Prause asks Avalon is she would like to pick up her t-shirt at the AVN awards (we must therefore assume that 

Prause will be attending). 

 

Avalon tells Prause to have a good time at The Adult Video Awards (called the Oscars of the porn industry). 

Again, there are hundreds more examples on this page: Is Nicole Prause Influenced by the Porn Industry? 

Gary Wilson 
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